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This thread was created for questions and answers /TroubleshootingSpecial for Atoto A6 Pro Please feel free to share questions, questions and offer help. Noob questions are welcome. It's always best to use the Thank You button instead of simply posting Thank You. Please keep the discussion focused on issues
pertaining to this device's List of Supporters............. For those seeking help: Please don't bombard supporters with PMs asking for help. Instead, ask your question here in the thread so others can benefit from solving your problem as well. If you want to be sure that someone specifically receives a notification of your
question, place his/her username immediately after. If you have issues related to ROM, you can place them in the appropriate PR (if any) stream or directly in the ROM development stream. Thank you! Supporters: If you want to be on or off the list, just make a request here in the stream! Before you post anything, I
strongly recommend that you readPlease look for similar topics when visiting another device forum. If you want to create a Help Thread, please click here. The Following 12 Users Say Thank You to sd_shadow For This Useful Post: [ View ] Gift sd_shadow Ad-Free Billy Noobody(7th June 2019), gottifour(13th December
2019), JaceV(6th July 2019), Ludespeed(22nd January 2019), marxspawn(15th December 2018), mine420(24th October 2018), Paxie(24th October 2018), pcorlatan(21st August 2019), rrlopez54(22nd February 2019), saken.sf(11th June 2019), tazmahv(23rd August 2019), thomasnsr(6th April 2019) 3rd October 2018,
01:32 AM |#2 OP Recognized Contributor South Dakota Donate to Me More 3rd October 2018, 01:33 AM |#3 OP Recognized Contributor South Dakota Donate to Me More Models A6Y2721P Premium 2G+32G-P A6YTY721P Premium 2G+32G-P for Select Toyota/Subaru A6Y2721PB Premium 2G+32G-PB
A6Y2721PRB Pro 2G+32G-PRB (No Gesture sensor) A6Y2721PRB-G Pro 2G+32G-PRB-G A6Y2710S Standard 1G+16G-S A6YTY710S Standard 1G+16G-S(Toyota) A6Y2710SB Standard 1G+16G-SB [Video] ATOTO A6 AICE OS 9.4 firmware update Quote : Two hidden menus are achievable. These two are called
OEM Settings. One is to adjust the microphone, and one for the other stuff. Just go to The Installation - about the device. There click a few times model number, I think, or another. I can't remember that exatly. This is pickup OEM Settings where you can enter a password. Two 1238 passwords for MIC settings and 1617
for other hidden settings. No other hidden menu settings, just these two. October 14, 2018, 01:44 AM -#4 Junior member More I love stereo, but I can't get the steering wheel to work with axxess ASWC-1 does anyone have any suggestions on what I can do? 23 Oct 2018, 02:52 AM -#5 quote: Originally published by
Dajaka2013 I love stereo, but I can't make the steering wheel work with axxess ASWC-1 have any suggestions on what I can do? What controls does your car have? If this is a simple resistance scheme, then must have the support of indigenous people. If a vehicle uses a digital interface for SWC (such as CAN), then
you probably need an ASWC-1 or similar to make it work. On this website there are some details about the car's steering wheel systems that can be useful: October 24, 2018, 06:44 am #6 Senior Member More Does atoto a6 Pro have a farcical z type GPS connector? The photos look like this, but it's hard to tell. If so,
will I be able to use my cars GPS antenna? October 24, 2018, 10:30 #7 junior member Read More Is there any way we can re-match the buttons? How would I like to re-map/switch volume/- (increase volume for right button, and reduce volume for left button)? Or switch the Home and Mute button because it is closer to
the driver's side. TIA October 24, 2018, 02:02 PM No #8 quote: Originally published mine420 Lee atoto a6 Pro has a farcical z type GPS connector? The photos look like this, but it's hard to tell. If so, will I be able to use my cars GPS antenna? Yes, ATOTO A6 connectors for both Wi-Fi and GPS are fakra-style
connectors, although they are key in different ways. I'm not quite sure what ATOTO keys used for GPS, but I think they used D. This is a reference to various standard fakra keys: If your car's GPS antenna uses the same keys as ATOTO, then you should be good to go. If not, use the ATOTO GPS antenna provided. --------- Post added at 08:56 a.m. ---------- The previous post was at 08:47 am ---------- quote: Originally published paxie there is any way we can re-map the buttons? How would I like to re-map/switch volume/- (increase volume for right button, and reduce volume for left button)? Or switch the Home and Mute button because it
is closer to the driver's side. TIA Yes, there is a way you can reprogram the feature for each of the front physical buttons on the A6 Pro. There is a description on the ATOTO support site (you need an account there to access) for more information on how to do this. 38&amp;id=187 I haven't tried it myself, but it seems
ATOTO supports it. COLOR Silver October 24, 2018, 7:15 p.m. #9 Junior Member More Quote: Originally published as jackohound Yes, there's a way to reprogram the function for each of the front physical buttons on the A6 Pro. There is a description on the ATOTO support site (you need an account there to access) for
more information on how to do this. I haven't tried it myself, but it seems ATOTO supports it. COLORSilver Hello thanks for the response. Yes, I joined this support site too, tried that setup, but I believe it to control the steering wheel (if there is any but mine doesn't have SWC. I tried steps to see if it will work with the front
button, but it doesn't work. It just keeps the blue highlighted, even I pressed the button I wanted to re-map. Tried a few remapping apps as well, but it didn't work as well. 25 Oct 2018 01:18 01:18 The quote #10: Originally published by Paxie Hi thanks for the response. Yes, I joined this support site too, tried that setup,
but I find it to control the steering wheel (if there is any connected), but mine does not have SWC. I tried steps to see if it will work with the front button, but it doesn't work. It just keeps the blue highlighted, even I pressed the button I wanted to re-map. Tried a few remapping apps as well, but it didn't work as well. I tried
these instructions and confirm that they don't seem to work on the ATOTO A6 Pro. I have the steering wheel buttons all programmed and working. However, this screen doesn't react when I press the panel button that needs to be displayed (it also doesn't respond if I press one of the steering wheel buttons). I believe the
page should be for reprogramming the front keys. So either functionality if broken, or maybe it never worked on the A6 Pro. Sorry for guiding you on something that doesn't work. On October 28, 2018, 02:34 #11 Junior Member Read more about the screen auto-right connected to the ILL wire. I have this setup and works
very well, it adjusts the brightness of the screen when the headlight is on/off. Do you guys know how this auto brightness works or how it is caused by ILL wires? Planning to use this as an event tasker as well as in relation to Emil's Android Auto Emulator (set day and night mode). BTW, I would recommend that app for
everyone who has atoto as it works very well. Page 2 14 November 2018, 03:13 AM No #21 Member Togliatti More quote: Originally published jackohound To control the level of music in reverse, there is an installation for this, although on my A6 Pro this setting does not seem to have any effect. I know that the back
signal is connected properly from my car to the ATOTO, because when I switch backwards, the backup camera is activated. For fast charging, my phone (Pixel2) does not switch to fast charging mode, even when connected to a fast charging ATOTO port. My phone does a quick charging at home. Maybe a quick charge
doesn't work on the A6 Pro? I see, so I'm not only one, it's kinda good and bad, as I send an email to support the atoto team, hope they have an idea of how to fix it. I didn't actually try that switch going to try today to see if it worked for me. November 15, 2018, 04:46 PM No #22 Junior Member Read More quote:
Originally published by Maurizyo85 Thanks for the answer I install Emile head unit rebooted, but when I connect with a usb cable or with Wi-Fi I have a blackscreen.... After a few seconds back to the home screen ... I suppose it's a matter of allowing DPI? Do you have the same problem? Hello maurizyo, this with me,
and when I tried to ura Emile. What seems to work for me is closely everything (clearly recent open apps) and does the atoto acceleration feature (swipe down from notice). Also, it looks like I had a problem with the usb cable at the time. I used some cheap usb cable from Amazon, but when I tried USB that came from
my my Everything is smooth. With Wi-Fi, you need to set up your phone as an access point and connect atoto a6. This works for me, but preferred the cable as it opens as soon as I connect the phone. ---------- Post added at 05:46 p.m. ---------- The previous post was at 05:43 p.m. ---------- Guys, for fast charging, did you
try to open a fast charging app installed by default in atoto? You may have to choose a standard vs. fast charging to make the charge work quickly. November 15, 2018, 8:26 p.m. #23 Junior Member More Can I use a USB extension to extend USB in dash? I tried to upload a photo, but I can't yet. I hope I make sense,
that's what I'm asking. Thanks Sent from My Pixel 2 via Tapatalk on November 16, 2018, 03:58 p.m. no #24 senior member of Toronto More Will this device go on sale in the store Amazon.ca on Black Friday? November 18, 2018, 02:19 pm -#25 quote: Originally published by CpTChucky Can I use USB extension to
extend USB to dash? Of course, you can purchase a USB 3.0 extension like this one, which can then mount a flush or on a dash. I bought one of them and confirmed that it was functioning. I intended to use it to replace the 12v vessel in my car (see the attached photo), but the amount of effort to replace the vessel was
too high, so I just routed the ATOTO USB cable into storage. This works for my installation. Attached By Thumbnails November 18, 2018, 05:05 p.m. no #26 quote: Originally published sterod Will this device go on sale in a store Amazon.ca on Black Friday? ATOTO posted a 10% discount code on its facebook page a
few days ago. I don't think it's discount live today, but there's something to watch if you plan to buy soon. November 19, 2018, 02:21 #27 Junior Member Read More This is the one I watched. Thank you. The quote: Originally published jackohound Course, you can purchase a USB 3.0 extension as that could then mount
a flush in or on a dash. I bought one of them and confirmed that it was functioning. I intended to use it to replace the 12v vessel in my car (see the attached photo), but the amount of effort to replace the vessel was too high, so I just routed the ATOTO USB cable into storage. This works for my installation. Sent from my
Pixel 2 via Tapatalk on November 20, 2018, 07:33am No #28 Junior Member More Can I use a talk tablet to start calling a google assistant with a Good Google Call Mr..???s November 21, 2018, 12:18 #29 Junior Member More Is there a way to see a backup camera without putting the vehicle in the opposite direction? I
can do this on my Pioneer head unit. Sent from my Pixel 2 via Tapatalk on November 21, 2018, 02:42 AM No #30 quote: Originally published by CpTChucky Is There a Way to See Backup not putting the car in the opposite direction? This is possible and described in this post on atOTO Support: Do the A6 allow me to
turn on the backup/rear view camera, even if the car is not in reverse gear?. ATOTO does not provide a backup camera power, so you will need to have a camera installed in the so that it feeds even if the car is not in the opposite direction. Most rear camera installations use a powered camera from backup fire, so your
rear camera setup will need to use some other circuitry to power the camera. In order to control when ATOTO displays a backup camera, you need to create a circuit that is able to override the reverse transmission of the ATOTO input, so that ATOTO thinks the car is in the opposite direction when it is not. You can also
connect the camera to the input of the AUX rather than the RIN input, but this won't work as well in my opinion because the camera will no longer be automatically turned on when the car is shifting backwards. November 24, 2018, 22:09 no #31 Junior member More I bought on a6y2721prb-g, but I have two problems: 1.
When I turn on the lighting of the car the brightness of the display does not change, but I activated it in the setting. 2 I use the OnePlus 6 with poweramp to listen to music, but when I activated Bluetooth 1 as well as Bluetooth 2, the sound of music did not come out on the smartphone and on the car. Page 3, October 28,
2018, 02:34 #11 Junior Member Read more about the automatic right of the screen connected to the ILL wire. I have this setup and works very well, it adjusts the brightness of the screen when the headlight is on/off. Do you guys know how this auto brightness works or how it is caused by ILL wires? Planning to use this
as an event tasker as well as in relation to Emil's Android Auto Emulator (set day and night mode). BTW, I would recommend that app for everyone who has atoto as it works very well. October 28, 2018, 11:33 p.m. #12 Hi @Paxie. You seem to get a good response from Emil in another topic. From my point of view, the
brightness of the ATOTO automatic screen works great, including when you run Andrioid Auto through the head unit Reloaded emulator you mentioned. That is, the Andriod Auto screen dims well when I turn on the headlights. I don't have any details on how ATOTO implements the ILL feature. November 2, 2018, 07:21
AM No #13 Junior Member Read more November 6, 2018, 07:40 PM No #14 Junior Member More At Atoto 6 pro Bluetooth issue Hello, guys, I have a big problem with Bluetooth dialer when I say well Google voice command, work only for maps and apps, but don't call, don't write messages... I look at the APK interface
of Google and native dialer, and I found a tmc dialer ... so this apk doesn't work on this atoto chipset version. Did you fix it? Calling someone with hands for free is basic. In advance thanks November 12, 2018, 07:02 pm no #15 Junior member Read More Quote: Originally published by Maurizyo85 Hi guys, I have a big
problem with Bluetooth dialer when I say OK Google voice command, work only for maps and apps, but don't call, don't write ... I look at the APK interface of Google and native dialer, and I found a tmc dialer ... so this apk doesn't work on this atoto chipset version. Did you fix it? Calling someone with hands for free is
basic. Thank you in Hi maurizyo85, I suggest you install a headunit reboot (Android Auto Emulator) Emil for a hands free voice call. I have a google assistant installed on the Atoto A6 too, but all it does is voice command to open apps or search/navigation. I even have an Atoto steering wheel control installed, but it has a
simple functionality: - media next/prev (don't even have a play/pause) - end and button response (but there will be no way to at least feature re-recruiting the previous call) - the volume up/down - the voice command button (I assigned it to call Google assistant, but no beep to determine that the assistant is activated).
Again, I have it useful for opening an app like playing my private zlt'zgt;on or moving on to the nearest gas station. I have to work as well on my smart devices at home, like turn on my living room lights. Again there is no voice command or hands free calls. Edit: Hands-free/Remote Mic Button call works as long as Atoto
isn't connected to the Internet, so either you give up the Internet at Atoto to get a voice call or internet access without it. So I ended up using Emil Headunit to reboot to launch Android Auto, and it works great with the voice command: - Call someone like Ok Google, call home - Ok Google Smart Device turn on the dining
room - move OK Google to go to the nearest gas station So far that the 3 above are most used for me, so I'll end up with Android Auto. Hope helps. November 13, 2018, 01:30 #16 I am second @Maurizyo85 offer to use Android Auto for hands for free on Bluetooth. The ATOTO A6 Pro is a good device, but I think using
Android Auto is a much better experience than using ATOTO apps for hands free calling and playing music. I also use The Emil Head Unit Reboot, which works well. In addition to what has already been listed, these are a few of my other regular driving commands: Good Google, Play Insert Your Favorite Artist Ok
Google, Send a text message to insert your contact name OK Google, Set a reminder to insert anything and when OK Google, Listen to the news November 13, 2018, 03:36 PM #17 Member Togliatti More Yo, and I have 2 problems, first of all when I put in reverse music to continue playing the same. My old bs mms
that was stock had a lowering sound feature. And my second problem is the fast charging idk why, but it doesn't work for me, but I have a 2a cable, and when I try with the charger at home it does a fast charging on November 13, 2018, 05:54 PM #18 Junior Member Read More Quote: Originally published by Paxie Hiiz
mauryo85, I suggest you install reboot (Android Auto Emulator) Emil for hands is a free voice call. I have a google assistant installed on the Atoto A6 too, but all it does is voice command to open apps or search/navigation. I even have an atoto steering wheel control installed, but it has simple functionality: - media
next/prev (don't even have a play/pause) - end and button response (but there will be no way at least to feature re-dial the previous call) - volume up/down - voice command qlt;/spotify/gt; (I have it assigned triggers to Google Assistant, but no beep to determine that the assistant is activated). Again, I have it useful for
opening an app like playing my private zlt'zgt;on or moving on to the nearest gas station. I have to work as well on my smart devices at home, like turn on my living room lights. Again there is no voice command or hands free calls. Edit: Hands-free/Remote Mic Button call works as long as Atoto isn't connected to the
Internet, so either you give up the Internet at Atoto to get a voice call or internet access without it. So I ended up using Emil Headunit to reboot to launch Android Auto, and it works great with the voice command: - Call someone like Ok Google, call home - Ok Google Smart Device turn on the dining room - move OK
Google to go to the nearest gas station So far that the 3 above are most used for me, so I'll end up with Android Auto. Hope helps. Thanks for the answer I install Emil's head unit rebooted, but when I connect with a USB cable or with Wi-Fi I have a blackscreen.... After a few seconds back to the home screen ... I
suppose it's a matter of allowing DPI? Do you have the same problem? November 13, 2018, 09:11 PM No #19 Junior member More I do not understand without Android auto and car key USB, is the possibile call with OK Google calls home? November 14, 2018, 12:13 #20 quote: Originally published by lexeyd Yo, well I
have 2 questions in the first place when I put in reverse music to continue playing the same lvl. My old bs mms that was stock had a lowering sound feature. And my second problem is the fast charging idk why, but it doesn't work for me, but I have a 2a cable, and when I try with the charger at home it does a quick
charging to control the level of music in reverse, there is an installation for this, although on my A6 Pro this setup doesn't seem to have any effect. I know that the back signal is connected properly from my car to the ATOTO, because when I switch backwards, the backup camera is activated. For fast charging, my phone

(Pixel2) does not switch to fast charging mode, even when connected to a fast charging ATOTO port. My phone does a quick charging at home. Maybe a quick charge doesn't work on the A6 Pro? Attached by Thumbnails November 14, 2018, 03:13am No #21 Member Togliatti More quote: Originally published
jackohound To control the level of music in reverse, there is an installation for this, although on my A6 Pro this setting does not seem to have any effect. I know that the back signal is connected properly from my car to the ATOTO, because when I switch backwards, the backup camera is activated. For fast charging, my
phone (Pixel2) does not switch to fast charging mode, when connected to the ATOTO port's fast charging. My phone does a quick charging at home. Maybe a quick charge doesn't work on the A6 Pro? I see, so I'm not only one, it's kinda good and bad, as I send an email to support the atoto team, hope they have an idea
of how to fix it. I didn't actually try that switch going to try today to see if it worked for me. &lt;/spotify&gt; &lt;/spotify&gt; November 4, 2018, 10:09 PM -#31 Junior member More I bought on a6y2721prb-g but I have two problems: 1. When I turn on the car lighting the brightness of the display does not change but I
activated this in the installation. 2 I use the OnePlus 6 with poweramp to listen to music, but when I activated Bluetooth 1 as well as Bluetooth 2, the sound of music did not come out on the smartphone and on the car. November 25, 2018, 01:31 #32 quote: Originally published by REDUTOPIAxda 1. When I turn on the
lighting of the car the brightness of the display does not change, but I activated it in the setting. AtOTO A6 Pro lighting management works great for me. ATOTO requries 12v on the wire Orange Dimmer / Lighting when your car lights are turned on and this will cause the ATOTO brightness of the display to dim. Since this
doesn't work for you, I would suggest you check your wiring and confirm that your car provides a no 12v signal to the ATOTO dimmer wire when your car lights are turned on. Some vehicles have multiple lighting wires (such as Subaru), and it is important to connect the correct vehicle wire to the ATOTO. The quote:
Originally published by REDUTOPIAxda 2 I use OnePlus 6 with poweramp to listen to music, but when I activated Bluetooth 1 as well as Bluetooth 2, the sound of music did not go out on the smartphone and on the car. I'm not sure I understand. Audio playback over Bluetooth works great for me. I think you're saying
that bluetooth audio playback doesn't work. Does Bluetooth work for phone calls without hands? As far as I know, the ATOTO Bluetooth2 connection is strictly for data transmission, so you only have to connect to Bluetooth1 for streaming audio and hands-free communication. November 25, 2018, 06:10 #33 Junior
member More You have to do a parking brake bypass to watch the video while the vehicle is in motion, as you should with the pioneer head unit? Sent from my Pixel 2 via Tapatalk on November 25, 2018, 07:59am No #34 Junior Member Read More Quote: Originally published by CpTChucky Do you have to make a
parking brake bypass watching the video while the vehicle is in motion as you should with the pioneer head unit? Sent from my Pixel 2 with Tapatalk I don't know. I didn't try that. The quote: Originally published as Jackohound ATOTO A6 Pro Lighting Management works great for me. ATOTO requries 12v on the wire
Orange Dimmer / Lighting when your car lights are turned on and this will cause the ATOTO brightness of the display to dim. Since this doesn't work for you, I would suggest you check your wiring and confirm that your car provides a no 12v signal to the ATOTO dimmer wire when your car lights are turned on. Some
vehicles have multiple lighting wires (such as Subaru), and it is important to connect the correct vehicle wire to the ATOTO. I'm not sure I understand. Audio playback over Bluetooth is fine For me. I think you're saying that bluetooth audio playback doesn't work. Does Bluetooth work for phone calls without hands? As far
as I know, ATOTO ATOTO The connection is strictly for data transmission, so you only have to connect to Bluetooth1 for streaming audio and hands-free communication. So I have to check that wire 11 is collegiate, right? maybe my car can't have this function? Because the original auroradio vedio has always been on
Bluetooth 1 is collegiate for my oneplus 6. When I play music on my smartphone, the player (poweramp or Google play music) starts the song, but the music doesn't go out no in the car is not in the smartphone. EDIT: Bluetooth streaming is now working fine. I decided after two or three smartphone reboots. November
25, 2018, 02:08 PM -#35 quote: Originally published by CpTChucky Do you have to do a parking brake bypass to watch the video while the vehicle is in motion, how should you with the pioneer head unit? No, there is no need to bypass the parking brake as required on some other head units. At ATOTO, the parking
brake bypass is controlled by the installation of a video-watching device. (page 15 in the A6 Pro guide). I believe this setting is disabled by default, which means that ATOTO will play video even when the ATOTO parking brake wire remains disabled. For my Review installation ATOTO A6 Set in Subaru WRX, I left this
wire off. Citation: Originally published by REDUTOPIAxda I don't know. I didn't try that. So I have to check that wire 11 is collegiate, right? Yes, check that the wire 11 is connected to the vehicle wire, which provides 12v when the headlights are on and 0v when the lights are off. If necessary, you can connect to wires that
power your dashboard lights. November 25, 2018, 02:22 #36 Junior Member Read More quote: Originally published as jackohound No, there is no need to bypass the parking brake as required on some other head blocks. At ATOTO, the parking brake bypass is controlled by the installation of a video-watching device.
(page 15 in the A6 Pro guide). I believe this setting is disabled by default, which means that ATOTO will play video even when the ATOTO parking brake wire remains disabled. For my Review installation ATOTO A6 Set in Subaru WRX, I left this wire off. Yes, check that the wire 11 is connected to the vehicle wire, which
provides 12v when the headlights are on and 0v when the lights are off. If necessary, you can connect to wires that power your dashboard lights. I can see YouTube when the car moves, so is that right? OK I'll check the no.11 wires tomorrow! Many thanks! November 25, 2018, 02:43 #37 quote: Originally published by
REDUTOPIAxda I see YouTube when the car is moving, so is it right? I've never played a video on my ATOTO, so I'm not quite sure how ATOTO implemented this feature. I suspect atOTO Videos watch the ban applies only to the use of the ATOTO video player app while the vehicle moves, and does not affect the
playback of web videos such as Youtube. November 25, 2018, 4:19 p.m. #38 Junior Member Read More quote: Quote: Posted jackohound I've never played a video on my ATOTO, so I'm not quite sure how ATOTO implemented this feature. I suspect the atOTO Video Watch Ban feature only applies to the use of the
ATOTO video player app while the vehicle moves, and does not affect the playback of web videos such as Youtube. to get around this, I don't have to plug in the n'13 wire? That will do? November 25, 2018, 06:08 #39 quote: Originally published by REDUTOPIAxda to get around this, shouldn't I connect the wire n'13?
That will do? No. The bypass function is controlled by setting up the ATOTO device. As long as the CCTV ban option is off (as shown in the accompanying picture), the bypass function is enabled and THEOTO will ignore the parking brake signal. In this case, the 13 Parking Brake wire no longer matters, so you can plug
it in or just leave it off (which I did). Attached Thumbnails November 29, 2018, 09:35 p.m. #40 Junior Member Read More How Can I Unlock Gestures in a Photo? December 2, 2018, 03:19 p.m. #41 senior member of Toronto Read More Does This device overheating issues like other android head blocks? I bought one
and will get it next week. Need to know if I have to open it and add a heat paste and active cooling fan before installing. Sent from my Pixel 3 via Tapatalk Page 5 on December 22, 2018, 12:16pm No #51 Junior Member More Rk3188 I have mtcc-kld6-v2.97 with rk3188 I installed malaysk 2018 and my screen shows only
about 70% of the entire display also home power and volume keys do not work, and calibrating from the example, if I touch something to the left of the screen it actually chooses on the opposite side of the screen, please help thank you on December 23, 2018, 02:27 AM and #52 member More I finally found a solution to
my problem. I got rid of the aswc-1 I connected the pin 9 of the 20 power pins to use for the steering wheel key (not me) of the ATOTO pro, and I also plug the pin 19 to the ground. That's it! I then set up different associations between the keys and the action in the settings of the general steering wheel settings on
atOTO. Hope this helps Merry Christmas for everyone. !!! December 23, 2018, 03:03 #53 Senior Member More Than I just bought and installed A6Y2721PR, and I have a few questions. I have a basic PH-1 running Android 9. 1. How can I get HU to take a USB or Bluetooth tethering? I turn or one on on my phone but
HU still has no internet access. 2. Is there an Android audio player app that has touch gesture/swipe controls similar to video playback controls with VLC? (e.g., swipe up to increase the volume) 3. Is there a way to customize the crossover settings for the front and rear cockpit speakers? Are the frequencies listed in the
frequencies LPF? Thank you in advance. December 26, 2018, 01:46 PM No #54 Junior Member Read More Quote: Originally published as I just bought and installed A6Y2721PR and I am I A couple of questions. I have a basic PH-1 running Android 9. 1. How can I get HU to take a USB or Bluetooth tethering? I turn or
one on on my phone but HU still has no internet access. 2. Is there an Android audio player app that has touch gesture/swipe controls similar to video playback controls with VLC? (e.g., swipe up to increase the volume) 3. Is there a way to customize the crossover settings for the front and rear cockpit speakers? Are the
frequencies listed in LPF subwoofer frequency? This can help with your music app and the swipes you're looking for Thank you in advance. To get BT to the auto tether I can have a solution, but only for Android 1, install the bluetooth tethering manager on both HU and phone set it up on both HU and the phone using the
wizard in the app Now normal this should be enough, but I think what happens HU shuts down all apps when it's shut down, so when HU is powered up again, the app needs to manually restart, which isn't what we want. 2, install BT automatic connection and it's too and install them both (not sure what you need both, but
I have them both installed), again I think HU turns them off when it's off. So now we have to try to stop HU turning these apps, and I think it's done by optimizing Battery 3, The Settings of the apps and the gear icon top right of the battery optimization zgt; and then select the apps that you don't want to be optimized (all of
them BT above). I think it might help, but I'm still testing it at the moment and sometimes it may take some time for BT tethering to connect, but try it and report it if you could see if it helps ---------- Post added at 01:46 PM ---------- Previous post was at 01:35 PM ---------- quote: Originally published as I just bought and
installed A6Y2721PR and I have a few questions. I have a basic PH-1 running Android 9. 2. Is there an Android audio player app that has touch gesture/swipe controls similar to video playback controls with VLC? Thank you in advance. This can do the job December 26, 2018, 06:48 PM No #55 Senior Member More
Quote: Originally published kevdav100 To get BT for automatic tether I may have a solution, but only for Android 1, install Bluetooth tethering manager on both HU and phone set it up on both HU and phone Wizards in the app Now normal this should be enough, but I think HU happens to shut down all apps when it's shut
down, so when HU is powered up again, the app needs to manually restart, which isn't what we want. 2, install BT auto car and it's too and install them both (not sure what you need both, but I have them both installed), again I think HU turns them off when it's off. So now we have to try to stop HU turning these apps, and
I think it's done by optimizing Battery 3, The Settings of the apps and the gear icon top right of the battery optimization zgt; and then select the apps that you don't want to be optimized (all of them BT above). I think it might help, but I'm still testing it at the moment and sometimes it might take some time for BT tethering to
connect, but try it out and report back if you could see if it helps ---------- Post added at 01.46pm ---------- Previous post was at 01.35pm ---------- it might make the job you, sir, are awesome. Thank you very much. It's just so weird that they advertise BT tethering yet rely on 3rd hand software for it and don't give any
suggestions. December 26, 2018, 08:24 PM #56 Junior Member More Quote: Originally published as You, sir, impressive. Thank you very much. It's just so weird that they advertise BT tethering yet rely on 3rd hand software for it and don't give any suggestions. Well give it a go first to make sure it works for you..... when
I had my installation Nexus7, the BT tethering manager was all I needed, because when the IGN was off, the N7 didn't turn off the tethering manager on the Nexus, but I'm sure he does it here on the A6 through battery optimization... but I still needed to have another two apps (although just one of them may only be
needed) to get it to start tethering without my intervention, as I say I am still in testing at the moment and it may still not work as it should, but so far so good... Yes crazy they don't let BT tethering take place automatically, please report back after you have checked it out and hopefully will work fine for you.. if not, we will
have to fin another solution. December 28, 2018, 02:33 #57 junior member Read More Hey All, quick question. Try installing the Atoto A6Y2710SB, and can't get an internet connection to work via Wi-Fi or BT tethering. If I park the car right next to my window - with Wi-Fi fully running on my phone - it connects to Wi-Fi
but doesn't show any level connectivity on the Wi-Fi icon, and won't connect via any app (says no network). So I disable Wi-Fi and BT tether on my phone, and the same thing happens - there is no network. To fix the problem, I turned off the Wi-Fi on my phone (so I used the data) and then Wi-Fi on my laptop, plugged
laptop through BT tethering to my phone, and viewing is only fine. Still nothing on my Atoto. So I looked at my firmware. 9.4.3. It seems good, but I plant reset, try all the above solutions ... nothing works. I download the new firmware update.zip on USB, update the firmware from scratch, wait for the wait minutes for this
to finish and then try the BT tether... No. Wifi... No. The same exact problem. Then, to see if it's a wi-fi antenna problem, I disconnect that from the block and Wi-Fi now has another bug - which means the antenna is working. (And the antenna took a ton of Wi-Fi signals from the surrounding area, so it clearly works. I can
connect my Atoto to bt my phone by tethering or Wi-Fi connecting my apartment. Under none of these connections can I access the internet from Atoto, although I can with a laptop surfing through the same BT tether connection on my phone. It seems as if something about network functionality in stereo is just... Not
good. Am I missing something? Is there any network screen or security feature that I just don't know about? Any decisions are welcome. Thank you! December 28, 2018, 09:10 #58 Junior Member Read More Quote: Originally published by sonicsleuth Hey All, Fast question. Try installing the Atoto A6Y2710SB, and can't
get an internet connection to work via Wi-Fi or BT tethering. If I park the car right next to my window - with Wi-Fi fully running on my phone - it connects to Wi-Fi but doesn't show any level connectivity on the Wi-Fi icon, and won't connect via any app (says no network). So I disable Wi-Fi and BT tether on my phone, and
the same thing happens - there is no network. To troubleshoot, I turned off the Wi-Fi on my phone (so I used the data) and then turned off the Wi-Fi on my laptop, plugged the laptop through BT tethering to my phone, and viewed only fine. Still nothing on my Atoto. So I looked at my firmware. 9.4.3. It seems good, but I
plant reset, try all the above solutions ... nothing works. I download the new firmware update.zip on USB, update the firmware from scratch, wait 20 minutes to finish and then try the BT tether... No. Wifi... No. The same exact problem. Then, to see if it's a wi-fi antenna problem, I disconnect that from the block and Wi-Fi
now has another bug - which means the antenna is working. (And the antenna took a ton of Wi-Fi signals from the surrounding area, so it clearly works. I can connect my Atoto to bt my phone by tethering or Wi-Fi connecting my apartment. Under none of these connections can I access the internet from Atoto, although I
can with a laptop surfing through the same BT tether connection on my phone. It seems as if something about network functionality in stereo is just... Not good. Am I missing something? Is there any network screen or security feature that I just don't know about? Any decisions are welcome. Thank you! Just check the
date and time set correctly, I've had it a few times when the stereo date and time doesn't change to the right time zone and it doesn't make a connection error. December 28, 2018, 01:52 PM No #59 Junior Member Read More Quote: Originally kevdav100 Just check the date and the time set correctly, I had it this times
when the stereo date and time does not change in the right time zone, and it does not give a connection error. It looked like a great solution that would solve all my problems... but it doesn't seem to work. I manually changed the correct time zone and time and it didn't help. I tried to use GPS time and it didn't change
anything (didn't change the time). In fact, when I download Google Maps it doesn't even show the default map... but when I run the GPS Check app to make sure that GPS detects it has a signal, shows where I am in the world, etc. also if I go to the screen settings with network status, there is nothing under the IP
address when connected to Wi-Fi, BT tethering, or USB tethering. There is a MAC address and a BT address. And, I hooked usb between my phone and face to see if I could USB share ... there is also no network. If it was a computer, I would say remove all network adapters and and nuke network code and reinstall
everything ... but I did it with a factory reset and network settings reset, and it didn't make any difference. It's like there's a handshake that works (either with BT or Wi-Fi), but after that point, there's no connection. I'm stumped! January 7, 2019, 03:03 p.m. #60 junior member More than anyone tried a recent update? I'm
confused with the 2nd link (MCU) on how it will be used. We have just released the newest firmware update OS9.5.1 MCU, you can download the update file on the SD card (format in FAT32 or NTFS, you will need to delete the previous update file to avoid further trouble) : OS9.5.1: 8 January 2019, 01:17 #61 AM In
particular, playing with Spotify on my phone via Bluetooth1. The quote: Originally published by Paxie has anyone tried the recent update? I'm confused with the 2nd link (MCU) on how it will be used. We have just released the newest firmware update OS9.5.1 MCU, you can download the update file on the SD card
(format in FAT32 or NTFS, you will need to delete the previous update file to avoid further trouble) : OS9.5.1: I tried it out and seemed to be working, but my assembly number has not changed. I have no idea what I did wrong. I think the MCU link is just for the numbers models with Y in them as a Pro. I'm just installing a
file from the first link and it worked. I don't know what an MCU file is or how to install it. Page 6 December 2, 2018, 03:19 SCHA (#41 senior member of Toronto More Does this device overheating issues like other android head blocks? I bought one and will get it next week. :52pm #42 I had my A6 Pro A6Y2721PRB for 4
months and had no overheating problems - the system was very stable without one unexpected reboot or freezing system. on the XDA forums, no ATOTO forums about Questions. If you decide to open it, please take some pictures of the internal organs. December 6, 2018, 02:52 #43 Junior member More Use Android
Auto should you use the Atoto USB key or can you just install the app on the head unit? Sent from my Pixel 2 via Tapatalk on December 6, 2018, 02:57 am No #44 quote: Originally published by CpTChucky To use android auto should you use The Atoto USB key or can you just install the app on the head unit? You don't
need a key. You install Android Auto on your phone and head unit Reloaded App on ATOTO. December 6, 2018, 08:46 #45 Junior Member Read Hello All ! I followed the instructions. I have Outlander 2015 and ATOTO Pro A6. After setting up the AWSC-1, only two buttons on the steering wheel work in the mapping
panel (Volume and Skip right) no other wheel button has recongnized ATOTO I have tried to swap the wires from the male socket connected to the steering key and key without luck. Has anyone encountered the same problem? Thank you (I also posted a thread quoted above. sorry if I shouldn't have) December 10,
2018, 05:51 PM No #46 Senior member of Toronto More Internal Photos Here are some photos that I took that are internal A6Y2721PRB. I did this to see if any active cooling would be needed, but this CPU area is completely sealed. Attached by Thumbnails December 18, 2018, 05:26 p.m. #47 senior member of
Toronto More I'm pleased to report that this head unit has a proper job, DUAL BLUETOOTH, which allows you to connect to BT Dongles, such as those used by anti-laser/radar applications such as AL Priority. The only head unit that had this job properly before the Atoto A6 was the NewsMy NR/NU3000 series, which is
now very outdated. For reference, none of the PX5/Cortex/Intel Sophia I tested it works. Thank you Atoto for releasing a proper, working product! December 20, 2018, 21:49 #48 junior member of More Hi, I hope it wasn't suggested before (I tried searching this thread for tasker and automating), but someone got one of
these apps running on atoto units - seemingly a service/background process for him to kill on sleep, and it's not relaunched by the device - I try to make it always open Bluetooth music, then waze on every startup. December 21, 2018, 23:09 #49 junior participant More Dash Cam Hi, when a dash cam fills an SD card,
what happens? does the stereo tell you it's full, or is it just a loop of recording over the oldest data? Also, how many hours of footage is placed on the SD card that comes with the device.? Thanks December 22, 2018, 08:39 a.m. #50 OP Recognized Contributor South Dakota Donate Me More Quote: Originally published
by Claude.S Hello when Camera fills SD cards, what's going on? does the stereo tell you it's full, or is it just a loop of recording over the oldest data? Also, how many hours of footage is placed on the SD card that comes with the device.? Thanks He records over depends on the quality of the video. Sent from my sailfish
via XDA Labs on December 22, 2018, 12:16pm No #51 Junior member More Rk3188 I have mtcc-kld6-v2.97 with rk3188 I installed malaysk 2018 and my screen shows only about 70% of the entire home display also the strength of the keystrokes and the volume keys do not work, the strength of the key is not working,
and calibrating from the example, if I touch something to the left of the screen it actually chooses on the opposite side of the screen, please help thank you Page 7 on December 28, 2019, 06:02 pm #541 junior member More I'm looking to go from my joy to the head unit and I have two questions about atoto. 1. Is the
Bluetooth device only locked to connect to certain devices? For example, the Bluetooth obd key should be called OBD or OBD2. 2. Does the device allow otg? I use a Subaru specific logging app called btssm and it uses a Bluetooth key called btssmk. If it doesn't connect, the vagcom cable will run through otg. Thanks
for the help and maybe check. December 31, 2019, 09:33 #542 Junior member of More Hi bros, anyone is solved by using Mtcdealer with Atoto A6Pro model A6Y2721PR-G ? I don't want to use Android Auto with an emulator.... December 31, 2019, 5:52 p.m. #543 senior Chicagoland member Is locked by a taskbar.
Hey, everybody! I'm trying to log in to my WitGarage (Garage Door Opener) app, but the next button is under the bottom line of the task and I can't click on it. I've tried to introduce on the keyboard and several fullscreen apps with out luck. I was hoping to control the screen from another Android device, but it seems that
Atoto rooting is necessary for this. Does anyone have an offer? Here's a link to the app in case someone has an idea. amp;amp;hl=en_US January 2, 2020, 09:34 am #544 Senior Member Read More Quote: Originally published as Hey All! I'm trying to log in to my WitGarage (Garage Door Opener) app, but the next
button is under the bottom line of the task and I can't click on it. I've tried to introduce on the keyboard and several fullscreen apps with out luck. I was hoping to control the screen from another Android device, but it seems that Atoto rooting is necessary for this. Does anyone have an offer? Here's a link to the app in case
someone has an idea. amp;amp;hl=en_US If the lower bar of the menu/navigation would not work? If so, you can remove the bar menu just for this app using the ADB command from a laptop connected to Atoto. January 6, 2020, 12:37 p.m. #545 Junior member Of More Hello, will it be possible to install Torque Pro at
any time in the future? Is this under development? I've been patiently waiting for this for quite some time because I can't use the stock torque app installed in with my reader OBDKey (since I have a JDM Subaru). OBDKey requires a Torque Pro. I think a lot of people crave this functionality. January 6, 2020, 04:50 p.m.
#546 Senior Member Read More: Originally drifthunteralbo Hello, will it be possible to install a torque Pro at any time in the future? Is this under development? I've been patiently waiting for this for quite some time because I can't use the stock torque app installed in the device with my OBDKey reader (since I have a
JDM Subaru). OBDKey requires a Torque Pro. I think a lot of people crave this functionality. I think the new version without torque? Also, can't you just remove it from your OS version? I know they released (once asked) a version of the OS (old version) without torque as well. January 10, 2020, 11:21 p.m. #547 senior
member of Chicagoland Read more quote: Originally published Super_paulie If the lower menu/navigation bar wouldn't the app work? If so, you can remove the bar menu just for this app using the ADB command from a laptop connected to Atoto. I can try it. I've used several apps with a full screen and this makes the
bar disappear but still can't reach it. So you say use the ADB through the front USB port on your laptop? January 11, 2020, 05:56 AM (#548 More YUEHOO 9 Inch 2 DIN for Android 9.0 8 Core 4'32G Car Stereo Hello. Specification: Basic processors: 8 Core 1.8GHz System: Android 9.0 Processor: Alllwinner RAM: 4GB
DDR3 ROM: 32GB EMMC Screen Size: 9 inches, LVDS Display Screen Resolution: Maximum Support 1920-1200 Radio: TDA 7786, Support FM, AM, RDS Attached Thumbnails January 11, 2020, 06:25 AM #549 OP Recognized Contributor South Dakota Donate to Me More Quote: Originally Published by Gorgolemis
Hello. Specification: Basic processors: 8 Core 1.8GHz System: Android 9.0 processor : Alllwinner RAM: 4GB DDR3 ROM: 32GB EMMC Screen size: 9 inches, LVDS display screen resolution interface: Maximum support 1920-1200 Radio: TDA7786, support FM, AM, RDS This thread only for Atoto A6 Please create your
own stream sent from my perry_f via XDA Labs on January 11, 2020, 09:26 AM No #550 Junior Member Read more: Originally published rhino6303 I am looking to move from my joy to the head unit and I have two questions about atoto. 1. Is the Bluetooth device only locked to connect to certain devices? For example,
the Bluetooth obd key should be called OBD or OBD2. 2. Does the device allow otg? I use a Subaru specific logging app called btssm and it uses a Bluetooth key called btssmk. If it doesn't connect, the vagcom cable will run through otg. Thanks for the help and maybe check. Why did u decide to switch from Joying? Are
you disappointed? January 11, 2020 12:34 p.m. #551 Senior Member Read More Quote: Originally published as I can try it. I've used several apps with a full screen and this makes the bar disappear but still can't reach it. So you say use the ADB through the front USB port on your laptop? Exactly
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